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Introduction

He was Born in the year 1885 in Fufure Adamawa Emirate to Alkali Muhammadu Fufure. His ancestors migrated form Ngazargamu then to Kukawa, before moving to Dikkwa all in Kanem Borno. From Borno they settled at Ribado, later Fufure before they finally settled in Yola the Headquarter of Adamawa Emirate.

Moddibo Ahmadu was introduced to Islamic education early in life by his father. Later he was taught by renowned scholars in Adamawa such as Modibbo Hammadu, Modibbo Mahmudu son of Alkalli Hamman-joda, the most remarkable Islamic judge in the history of Adamawa Emirate. Having passed through these great Islamic scholars, Modibbo Ahamadu became highly versatile in the field of knowledge such as : Jurisprudence,( Islamic Law) Tafseer ( commentary of the Holy Qur’an) Hadith, Arabic Grammar, Logic, Poetry, Arabic literature, Astronomy , Mathematics and Medicine.

His first appointment in the Adamawa native Authority was in January, 1917 as Malamin Kasa, in Wuro Marafa, Vere District and later Alkalin Ribadu/Fufore in 1935. He was later transferred to Jada as Alkali in 1940, he was transferred to the Alkalin Alkalai court in Yola as the Grand Muffti under his teacher , Modibbo Mahmudu. Thereafter, he worked under some notable alkalis like Hamidu and
Hammangabdo in Yola before he was himself appointed Alkalin Alkalai (Grand Khadi Adamawa Province in 1953, which coincide with the installation of Lamido of Adamawa Alhaji Aliyu Musdafa as the 11th Lamido of Adamawa.

Apart from his achievements in the judicial services with the Adamawa Native Authority from 1917-1957, his greatest achievement was the number of notable Islamic scholars in Adamawa and Cameroon he produced. This included: Modibbo Umaru Ngaundare, one time Imam of Yola Central Mosque, Modibbo Barkindo, Imam of Yola Central Mosque, Modibbo Ahmadu Danburan, Modibbo Umaru Mbamba, Modibbo Abasi Ribadu, Modibbo Yahya Ribadu, Modibbo Muhammadu Alkalin Garua, Modibbo Ibrahim Alkalin Ngaundare, and the Lamido of Adamawa Alhaji Aliyu Musdafa.

He is an honest and pious Islamic judge and scholar, His enduring legacy can be judged from the string of notable Islamic judges and scholars that he nurtured. His thoughts, words and deeds were by the dictates of the sacred book, the Holy Qur’an and until his death in 1960 he was a strong believer in Islam and all that it teachers.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/ 1

TITLE. Muqamat al Hariri

AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH Abu Muhammad al Qasim bn Aliyu al hariri al Basari
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE Mahmmad bn Haruna Yaro bn Ibrahim

SUBJECT. Arabic literature on Islamic commandment

NO OF VOLUMES. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 197 NO OF PAGES. 394

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT Sudani

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page 20cm/15cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE. NO. MAF/ 2

TITLE. Muqama

AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH Abu Muhammad al Qasim bn Aliyu al hariri al Basari
SUBJECT. Arabic literature on Islamic commandment

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 150 NO OF PAGES. 300

NO OF LINE. 16
TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE 18cm/14cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE. NO. MAF/ 3

TITLE. Muwadda Imam Malik

AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imam Malik Ibn Anas

SUBJECT. Hadith

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME . 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS PAGES. 130

NO OF LINE. 14

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/13cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good / manuscript in completed

REFERENCE. NO. MAF/ 4

TITLE. Nuraini

AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Abibakar

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17cm/13cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good/ in completed and marcef pages

MAF/ 5
TITLE. Rajraj
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdulwahab bn Hussein Rajraj

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 25

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudaniy

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/15cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good/In completed

MAF/6

TITLE. Kitabu Attasrif

AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH.

SUBJECT. Tasrif is an Astronomy Logic
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8
NO OF LINE. 32

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21cm/15cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE. NO. MAF/7

TITLE. Ifhamu Almunkiriyna

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheik Othman bn Fodiyy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Ya aqub bn Musa bn Muhammad

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. . Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4
NO OF LINE. 32

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudaniy

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21cm/15cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.
REFERENCE. NO. MAF/. 8
TITLE. Faidatu Ismullahi Al aazam
AUTHOR/DATe OF DEATH.
SUBJECT. Supplication
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1
NO OF LINE. 18
TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover PAGE. 22cm/15cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good/ in completed

MAF/. 9
TITLE. Mukhtasar fi ilmi Addib
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATe OF DEATH
SUBJECT. Traditional Islamic Medicine [Part]
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 13 NO OF PAGES. 26
NO OF LINE. 24
TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21cm/16cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE. NO. MAF/10

TITLE. Mabdaul khalqissamawati wal ardh

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. History

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic 22

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 27

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17cm/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE. NO. MAF/11

TITLE

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Abdurrahman

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 12 NO OF PAGES. 24

NO OF LINE. 27

TYPE OF SCRIPT.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22cm/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/12

TITLE. Mukhtasar Shar Almudawwanah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Islamic Jurisprudence [Faith]

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 7

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21cm/16cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good / part not completed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/13

TITLE. Qasidatu Muhammad Joda fi Sheikhihi muallimu Adama
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH.

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Joda

SUBJECT. Praise Poetry

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16cm/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/ 14

TITLE. Alqamatu bn Abdah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Alqamatu bn Abdah.

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE Abdullah bn Ahmad

SUBJECT. Arabic Literature Poetry

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 14

NO OF LINE. 16.
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/15

TITLE. Shi irul Ja hily

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Arabic poetry

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 24 NO OF PAGES. 48

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17cm/15cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/ 16

TITLE. Kifayatu Dhu afa ussudan fi tafsiri Alqur anil karim.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH.Abdullah bn Muhammad bn Othman bn Fodiy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Ahmad bn Bukhari bn Hammajam

SUBJECT. Commentary on the Holy Quran

NO OF VOLUMES. 2 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE . Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 300 NO OF PAGES. 600

NO OF LINE. 22

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudaniy

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18cm/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/17

TITLE. Khamsiyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Alfazaziy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Awwal

SUBJECT. Praise Poetry on Muhammad S. A. W.

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 60 NO OF PAGES. 119

NO OF LINE 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/11cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Termites Destruction

REFERENCE NO. MAF/18

TITLE. Taqyid fi iqtisa ri Almuqriy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Ahmad

SUBJECT. Poetry on Lunar Islamic Calendar

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 16 NO OF PAGES. 30

NO OF LINE. 22

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudani

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18cm/12cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/19

TITLE. Al hisnul Arrasin

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah Fodiyo

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Abubakar bn Jibril

SUBJECT. Arabic note

NO OF VOLUMES 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 82 NO OF PAGES. 1,64

NO OF LINE. 6

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudani

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22cm/16cm.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/20

TITLE. Khamsiyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Alfa za ziy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Tahir

SUBJECT. poetry Praise on Muhammad S. A. W.

NO OF VOLUMES 1 VOLUME

LANGUAGE Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 59 NO OF PAGES. 117

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudaniy

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover page 14cm x 9

REFERENCE NO. MAF/21

TITLE. Sabiylu Ahlissalahi Ilal Falahi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodiyo

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 8
NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18 /12cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good / in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/22

TITLE. Fathu Almalikil majid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplications

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 14 NO OF PAGES. 28

NO OF LINE. 29

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17 /13cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good / in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/23

TITLE. Kitabu Azzuhdu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Aliyu bn Alhussain

SUBJECT. Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES . 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16
NO OF LINE. 11
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 15/12cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/ 24
TITLE. Kitabu Alqaulil man ut fi annafaqat
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sultan Muhammad Bell bn Fodiyo
SUBJECT. Fiqh teaches right of the women in Islam
NO OF VOLUMES 1 VOLUME 1
LANGUAGE/. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2
NO OF LINE. 28
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/13 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 25
TITLE. Ilmul-Zakat
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH.
SUBJECT. Fiqh poetry teaches slaughtering animal in Islam
LANGUAGE. Arabic
No of folios: 4
No of pages: 8
No of lines: 13
Measurements of the written surface/cover page: 18/13 cm
Physical condition and remarks: Good

Reference no.: MAF/ 26
Title: Qasidatus-Salamiyya
Name of author/date of death: 
Subject: Poetry teaches Arabic literature
Language: Arabic

No of folios: 5
No of pages: 10
No of lines: 18
Measurements of the written surface/cover page: 18/12 cm
Physical condition and remarks: Good

Reference no.: MAF/ 27
Title: Qasidatun yarsulu biha Adama ila Amiril- Muminina Muhammadu Bello
Name of author/date of death: 
Subject: Correspondence letter from Moddibo Adama to sultan Muhammad Bello in poetry
No of volumes: 1
Volume: 1
Language: Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2
NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 28

TITLE. Jaw bus-Su al

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On marriage issues

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 21

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/11 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 29

TITLE. Risala

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Proclaim nation

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 30

TITLE. Kitabu Attauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Abdurrahman Muhammad bn Yusuf
SUBJECT. On Islamic Monotheism

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 31

TITLE. Riyasatul-Ifham

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 14/10 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 32

TITLE. Shi iru Alqamatu bn Abdah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Al qama bn Abdah bn qais

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 25

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 33

TITLE. Risala bn Abi zaid Alqirawaniy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abi zaid Alqirawaniy

SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 108 NO OF PAGES. 216

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 16/10 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part of papers destroyed by cockroach/ in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 34
TITLE. Kitabu Arraj raji

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abdul wahed bn Alhassan Arraj raj

SUBJECT. Astrology

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 14

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/15 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 35
TITLE. Kitabu Alfqh
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Ahmad

SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic.

NO OF FOLIOS. 16 NO OF PAGES. 32

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good water mark indicated

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 36

TITLE. Ibn Ashir

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Muhammad Abdullah bn A shir

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Sheikh Ahmad

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 16 NO OF PAGES. 32

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but water mark

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 37

TITLE. Kitabu Darfata bn Abdin

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Darfata bn Abdin Al abasiy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 16 NO OF PAGES. 32

NO OF LINE. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part of papers destroyed by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 38

TITLE. Muqaddimatun fi ilmil Arbiyya

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Umar

SUBJECT. On Arabic language and grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 29 NO OF PAGES. 58

NO OF LINE. 11
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/15 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of papers destroyed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 39

TITLE. Iydhahul-Almubham fi ma ani assalmi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH Sheikh Ahmad Addamanhory

SUBJECT Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 16 NO OF PAGES. 32

NO OF LINE. 23

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 40

TITLE. Ta aliq ala alfazi mulhatil I irab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 24 NO OF PAGES. 48
NO OF LINE. 22
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/12 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 41
TITLE. Aynul haqiqah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Qasimu Abdurrahman bn Yusuf
SUBJECT. On Islamic sociology
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 13 NO OF PAGES. 26
NO OF LINE 28
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 42
TITLE. Kitabu dawa ul-Waswas
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS . 4 NO OF PAGES. 8
NO OF LINE. 16

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 17/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 43

TITLE. Kitabu misbahul-Arwahi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Abdulla Muhammad bn Abdulkarim

SUBJECT. On politics

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 7

NO OF LINE. 31

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good uncompleted

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 44

TITLE. Kitabu nuridhamiri

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Bello bn Fodiyo

SUBJECT. Astrology

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 24

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 45

TITLE. Qawa idil-Islam

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5
NO OF PAGES. 10
NO OF LINES. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/11 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 46

TITLE. Shi iru Nabigah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Annabigatu Azzubiyyani

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Amin bn Muallim Ahmad

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 28 NO OF PAGES. 56

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/15 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part of papers destroyed by cockroaches

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 47

TITLE. Shi iru Imri ul Qaisi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imru ul Qasi bn hajar Alkindiy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 11

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good/ uncompleted

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 48

TITLE. Shi Irun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 5

NO OF LINE. 17

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 49

TITLE. Alqurdabiyy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Zakariyya Alqurdabiyy

SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 27 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some papers destroyed by cockroach /in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 50
TITLE. Kifayatu almutakallimah bil Qur an

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Mubarak

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 16

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/11 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/51

TITLE. Kitabu Attauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Mal. Salih bn Salim

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Amin

SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/10cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 52

TITLE Kitabu Attauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Salih bn Abdurrahman bn Salim

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Mal. Aminu bn Muhammad

SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 11

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/15 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 53

TITLE. Ta aliq Ala alfazi mulhatil Iirab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 9 NO OF PAGES. 18

NO OF LINE. 16
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/13 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 54

TITLE. Shi irun Fullatiyun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT Fulfulde poem on Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part of paper destroyed by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 55

TITLE. Unwa nul hukmi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Al Imam Abil fatahi Aliyu bn Muhammad

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4
NO OF LINE. 19

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 56

TITLE. Qala Zuhairu bn Abi Salmah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Arabic

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 18 NO OF PAGES. 36

NO OF LINE. 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/11 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/.57

TITLE. Ma arifatu Kaifiyyatu Azzabah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Islamic Jurispudence on slaughtering animals

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2
NO OF LINE. 15
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/15 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good/uncompleted

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 58
TITLE. Addu a u
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Tukur bn Ali bn Amin
SUBJECT. Supplications
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4
NO OF LINE. 13
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/15 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 59
TITLE. Fa idah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. Supplication, Tibbun
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6
NO OF LINE. 18
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/14 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/60
TITLE. Qasidatu Ashshukuri
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Waziru Junaidu
SUBJECT. Praise Poetry on Moddibo Adama
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2
NO OF LINE. 13
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 16/13 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 61
TITLE. Kitabu Almirath
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. Succession, Islamic jurisprudence
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 17 NO OF PAGES. 34
NO OF LINE. 20
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/13 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 62
TITLE. Qawa idu Al Islam
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence
NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8
NO OF LINE. 13
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 63
TITLE. Kitabu Attauhid
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Salih bn Muhammad Abdurrahman bn Salim
SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME.1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4
NO OF LINE. 14
TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/11 cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fair and in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 64
TITLE. Alfiyyatu bn Malik
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad bn Malik
SUBJECT. Arabic grammar
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 52 NO OF PAGES. 104
NO OF LINE. 520
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22.5cm/16.5cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 65
TITLE. Ibn Durain
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abubakar Durain Al azdary
SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 17

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12 cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part of the papers destroyed by cockroaches

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 66

TITLE. Kitabu Azzuhudi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Aliyu bn Hussain

SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 19 NO OF PAGES. 38

NO OF LINE. 421

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21.9cm 16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but some pages are fragile
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 67

TITLE. Raudul Jinani

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Waziri Gidado bn Lema

SUBJECT. History, biography of Sheikh Usman bn Fodio

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 16 NO OF PAGES. 32

NO OF LINE. 20

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part of papers destroyed by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 68

TITLE. Arbauna Hadithan

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. 40 Hadith the saying of the Holy Prophet

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 76
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20cm/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but some papers are fragile

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 69

TITLE. Qala Antarah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Aminu bn Mu allim Ahmad Yola

SUBJECT. Arabic literature, poetry

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 20 NO OF PAGES. 40

NO OF LINE. 480

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20.5cm /16.4cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 70

TITLE. Shi iru Umruil Qaisi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imru ul Qaisi bn Hajar bn kindah

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 24 NO OF PAGES. 48

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/16-18/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile

REFERENCE NO. MAF/.71

TITLE. Ma huwa Jar wal majrur

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH.

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Malam Abubakar

SUBJECT. Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME.1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 22

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18./14cm 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some element of water damage

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 72
TITLE. Kitabu Qawa idi Assalati

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Ahmad bn Qadiy Muhammad Fofore

SUBJECT. Islamic Jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15. 16/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some papers are fragile

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 73

TITLE. Kitabu Usuluddini

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Islamic Jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 13 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16x11=21/12

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 74
TITLE. Kifayatu Dhu afa issudan
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio
SUBJECT. Commentary of the holy qur an
NO OF VOLUMES. 2 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 240 NO OF PAGES. 478
NO OF LINE 24.
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22cm/16cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Holes causes by fragile

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 75
TITLE. Ma’s alatun Qala Abuhuraira
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. Islamic commandments
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 17

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 13cm/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 76

TITLE. Hikayatun ala Sheikh Alhambaliy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abubakar Ashshabaliy

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 77

TITLE. Jauharatu Assuqla

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Mudain

SUBJECT. Arabic poem on Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 4

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 78

TITLE. Jauharatu Assuqla

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Mudain

SUBJECT. Arabic poem on Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES

NO OF LINE. 18

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20cm/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 79

TITLE. Alfiyyah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Abdullah Jamaluddini bn Abdullah bn Malik

SUBJECT. Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 58 NO OF PAGES

NO OF LINE. 21

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18cm/13cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 80

TITLE. Kitabu shi iri Aliyu Jamo

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Aliyu Jamo

SUBJECT. Arabic poetry

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 16

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17cm/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 81

TITLE. Mabniyu Mufafla

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Fulfulde
NO OF VOLUMES. VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 14

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16cm/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 82

TITLE. Nubzatun multaqidati min fara idil alfazi Alqamus

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Aminu bn Muhammad bn Ibrahim bn Barsus bn Muhammad Jamal

SUBJECT. Fulfulde Dictionary

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 9

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/14cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 83

TITLE. Masa ilu Abdullah bn Salam

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. Biography of Abdullah bn Salam

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 13 NO OF PAGES. 26

NO OF LINE. 23

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Bad but edges scratched

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 84

TITLE. Masa ilu Abdullah bn Salam

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Ya aqub

SUBJECT. Biography of Abdullah bn Salam

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 18 NO OF PAGES. 36

NO OF LINE. 17

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 85

TITLE. Qasidatu Abu Ishaq bn Saeed

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Ishaq bn Saeed
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Aji

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 14

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18cm/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 86

TITLE. Qasidatun fi Ilmil Hadith

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

SUBJECT. Science of Hadith

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 11

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 87

TITLE. Muyatti Allah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Fodio
SUBJECT. History

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINES. 7

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15cm/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 88

TITLE. Hikayatun an Asheikh Ashshubliy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. History

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 13cm/9cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 89

TITLE. Al aujaly
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imam Al Aujali

SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO. OF FOLIOS. 9. NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17cm/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 90

TITLE. Mas alatun min Adama ila Nuhu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. History

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 20

NO OF LINE. 18

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20cm/14cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 91
TITLE. Nazmu Addurratu Assaniyyah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abdurrahim bn Alhusaini

SUBJECT. Poetry on biography of the Holy Prophet
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20
NO OF LINE. 12
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16cm/12cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 92

TITLE. Dhiya u Alhukkam

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Sani bn Ibrahim

SUBJECT. On Islamic system of Government

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 29 NO OF PAGES. 58
NO OF LINE. 26
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/15cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 93

TITLE. Usulul-fiqhi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Abdullah Muhammad bn Yusuf Assunusi

SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20

NO OF LINE 20.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE 15cm/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 94

TITLE. Dhau ulmusalliy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 12 NO OF PAGES. 24

NO OF LINE. 11

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19cm/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 95

TITLE. Alburdah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Busairi

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Muhammad [S.A.W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 19 NO OF PAGES

NO OF LINE. 7

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudaniy

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15cm/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 96

TITLE. Kitabu Jazmul-kabir

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Astrology

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 14
TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudan

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20cm/16cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO MAF/ 97.

TITLE. .Kitabu taqyidil-mukhtasar ala nazmil-musamma Almuqni fi iqtisar

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Astrology

NO OF VOLUMES. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 17

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17cm /14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good /in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 98

TITLE. Ihya u ulumiddin

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Imam Gazzali

SUBJECT. Islamic Philosophy

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 416 NO OF PAGES. 832

NO OF LINE. 26

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18cm/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 99

TITLE. Alburdah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Asheikh Busairi

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Umar bn Ibrahim Almubarak

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Muhammad. [S.A.W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 21 NO OF PAGES. 42

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18cm/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Not good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 100

TITLE. Assunniyyah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH.
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Usman

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 25 NO OF PAGES. 50

NO OF LINE. 22

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover page. 19cm/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 101

TITLE. Holy Qur an

SUBJECT. Holy Qur an

NO OF VOLUMES 1 VOLUME 1

LANGUAGE Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 135 NO OF PAGES. 270

NO OF LINE. 19

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover page. 17/12cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Seriously damage by cockroach and termites, and mixed up

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 102

TITLE. Qasidatu Addaliyya

NAME OF AUTHORITY/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 19 NO OF PAGES. 36

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good, in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 103

TITLE. Fa idah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Islamic supplication

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 118 NO OF PAGES. 109

NO OF LINE. 18

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/10cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Seriously damage by cockroach, mixed up

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 104

TITLE. Ibn Fulanah Sa ad

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE.

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 25

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover PAGE. 21/15c

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Damage by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 105

TITLE. Qasidatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Muhammad bn Aliyu

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover PAGE. 15/11cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 106

TITLE

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Muhammad bn Usman
SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 50 NO OF PAGES. 99

NO OF LINE. 10

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 107

TITLE. Takmisul-Qasa idil-ishriiyati

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Alfa za ziy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Hamma Joleb

DATE OF COMPILATION. Sha aban,12/11/35A.H DATE OF COPYING

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Muhammad [S.A.W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 28 NO OF PAGES. 56

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 108

TITLE. Aljauhar Almknun
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Abdullah
DATE OF COMPILATION. 1349 DATE OF COPYING. 1349
SUBJECT. Arabic Rhetoric
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 31 NO OF PAGES. 62
NO OF LINE. 5
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 22/17CM.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 109
TITLE. Iydhahur-rajrajiyya fi tarhili Anneriyya
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Sulaiman Dawudiya bn Mu
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Tukur
SUBJECT. Astrology
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 30 NO OF PAGES. 60
NO OF LINE. 18
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 110

TITLE. Qasidatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Yaqubu bn Idris

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn yaji

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/111

TITLE. Kitabu Attauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16
NO OF LINE. 14

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21vm/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 112

TITLE. Kitabu madiyyatuzzad Ial mi ad

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Aliyu

SUBJECT. Biography of Prophet [S.A.W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 33 NO OF PAGES. 70

NO OF LINE. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 113

TITLE. Ashshadubiyy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abul Qasim Fiyra bn Falaq

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Muhammad Shehu

SUBJECT. Poetry on Monotheism
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 14 NO OF PAGES. 28

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 114

TITLE. Ibn Malik Adda iy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Jamaluddin Abu Abdullah Muhammad bn Malik Adda iy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Mustapha bn Muhammad Raji bn Aliyu

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, destroyed by termite with holes no the papers
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 115

TITLE. Mizanu Ashshiiri

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abdullah Alkazrajiy

SUBJECT. On Arabic prosody

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 16
NO OF PAGES. 32
NO OF LINES 4

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 116

TITLE. Bayanu nuril-Imam Muhammad Mahdi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Muhammad bn Suleiman bn Fadhil

SUBJECT. On maledism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 9 NO OF PAGES. 18
NO OF LINE. 22

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 117

TITLE. Manshuratun min Muhammad Addadariy Ila Sheikh Hayatu bn Sa ad

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Muhammad Addadaqriy

SUBJECT. Correspondences of maledism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 9 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 22

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 22/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE MAF/. 118

TITLE. Lam ul baraq

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Muhammad

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 17 NO OF PAGES. 34

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 17/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 119

TITLE. Allu ulu ul masun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah Toriy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Yahaya bn Abubakar bn Goni Alqarwiy Alwaliy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 12 NO OF PAGES. 86

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 120

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abubakar bn Hassan Al ardiy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 121

TITLE. Dhiya ussiyasah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

SUBJECT. On Government

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 35 NO OF PAGES. 70

NO OF LINE. 23

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 122

TITLE. Alfiyyatu bn Malik

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Abdullah Jamaluddin bn Malik

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M.Yahya bn M. Abdullah

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 71 NO OF PAGES. 142

NO OF LINE. 7

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 123

TITLE. Ibn Malik
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad bn Malik Addaiy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Isa

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20

NO OF LINE. 10

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 124

TITLE. Kitabu lamiyyatul-ajami

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Ustaz Alhassan bn Aliyu Adda araniy

SUBJECT. Poetry

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 21/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 125

TITLE. Kitabu fathul-af al wa darbil-amthal
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Abdulla Muhammad bn Usman Al khudariy
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Tukur bn Abdullah Alwaliy

SUBJECT. On Arabic language and grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 67 NO OF PAGES. 134

NO OF LINE. 24

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 126

TITLE. Alfiyyatu bn Malik

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Jamaluddini bn Malik

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 105 NO OF PAGES. 210

NO OF LINE. 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 127
TITLE. Muqaddimatun fi Usul-il-fiqhi
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Qadiy Abu Nasri Abduwahab bn Abil-hassan Assubkiy
SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 154 NO OF PAGES. 308
NO OF LINE. 7

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, destroyed by water in some pages, fragile manuscript

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 128

TITLE. Aljami u Assahih

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Al Imam Atturmuziy

SUBJECT. Prophet tradition

NO OF VOLUMES. 30 VOLUME. 15

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 171 NO OF PAGES. 342
NO OF LINE. 31

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Papers seriously damage
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 129

TITLE. Sabiylu Almu ayyan Alal-murshidil-mu ayyan ala Addarura

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Yahaya bn M. Abdullah

SUBJECT. On Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 82 NO OF PAGES. 163

NO OF LINE. 23

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 130

TITLE Alminah Almufidah fi sharhil-faridah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH Unknown

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Muslim bn Ibrahim bn Mansur, Alhaj

DATE OF COMPILATION. 580AH

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 111 NO OF PAGES. 121

NO OF LINE. 36
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 131

TITLE. Kitabu Umdatul-Ubbad

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Muhammad bn Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 9

NO OF PAGES. 19

NO OF LINE. 17

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 132

TITLE. Kitabu Dayyibul-Asma i

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. unknown

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Sa'idu Adam

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3

NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 19
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS . Edges of the papers affected by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 133

TITLE. Qasidatu bn Ashir

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Tukur

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 17

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but edges destroyed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 134

TITLE. Kitabu Attauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Abdullah bn Yusuf Assunusi

SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 13

NO OF LINE. 9
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but edges scattered, in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 135

TITLE. Kitabu atta alimil-muta alim duruqi atta alum

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Al Imam Zarnuji Al ash ariy Al hanafiyy

SUBJECT. On methodology of learning

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 37 NO OF PAGES. 73

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 136

TITLE. Kitabu Umdatul-Ikhwan fi wurdi Sheikhina Ahmadu Tijjani

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M.Abubakar Assakwatawiyy

SUBJECT. Sufism

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 13
NO OF LINE. 17
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 137
TITLE. Kitabu Qawa ids-salati
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4
NO OF LINE. 22
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/16cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 138
TITLE. Sharhu manzumatul-qadi Surajuddin Al alusi
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Ahmad bn Mahmud Alma aruf birriba dabi
SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20
NO OF LINE. 34

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but edges affected

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 139

TITLE. Fa idatu Asma uallah Ta ala

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Names of Allah

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 16

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but edges affected

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 140

TITLE. Qasidatu bn Ashir

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Gwardo bn Muhammad Adamu

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 42 NO OF PAGES. 84

NO OF LINE. 4
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 141

TITLE. Qasidatu bn Wurdiy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Al imam Zainuddin Abu Hafsin Umar bn Muhammad Al wurdiy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 12 NO OF PAGES. 24

NO OF LINE. 7

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 142

TITLE. Shi iru Zuhair bn Abi Salmah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Zuhair bn Abi Sulmah

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 14

NO OF LINE. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 143

TITLE. Kitabu ma ana Allugal-arbiyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Teaches Arabic grammar and some meaning of words into Fulfulde.

LANGUAGE. Arabic and Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 11

NO OF LINE. 6

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 144

TITLE. Ba nat Su adu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Praise Poetry on Prophet S. A. W.

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2
NO OF PAGES. 4
NO OF LINES. 17

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 145

TITLE. Qasidatu ba nat Su adu
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Ka ab bn Zuhair bn Abi Sulmah

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Prophet [S. A. W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 14

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 146

TITLE. Kitabu bn Rushidin

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Ibn Rushidin

SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 47 NO OF PAGES. 77

NO OF LINE. 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 147
TITLE. Tazyinul-warqat

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Hamman Aji

SUBJECT. History

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 33 NO OF PAGES. 64

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 148

TITLE. Qasidatu Farjil-munfarij

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abul Hassan bn Mas ud Albusiy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Hamman Aji

SUBJECT. Arabic poetry

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 23 NO OF PAGES. 45

NO OF LINE. 11

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/17cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 149

TITLE. Qasaidatu Ayyamin lahu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad bn Aji

SUBJECT. Poetry contained supplication

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 13

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 150

TITLE. Jauharatul-kamal

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

SUBJECT. On Sufism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 11

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 151
TITLE. Jauharatun Suqla

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu madiyni

SUBJECT. Praise Poetry on Prophet [S. A. W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 16

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but the edges are destroyed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 152

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 48 NO OF PAGES. 95

NO OF LINE . 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/17cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 153

TITLE. Kitabu darul-kalam
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad

SUBJECT. Biography

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20

NO OF LINE. 25

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but edges deteriorated

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 154

TITLE. Kitabu Al adab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Muhammad Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Abdullah Sha aban bn Muhammad bn Usman

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 24

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 155

TITLE. Manzumatu Almufida fi tarhili-shshamsi
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Mansur bn Muhammad Azzauwali

SUBJECT. Poetry on Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 156

TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH Unknown

SUBJECT. Fulfulde Poem

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 16

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 157

TITLE. Alfiyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Jamaluddin Abu Abdillah Muhammad
bn Malik

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Usman bn Abdullah

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 14

NO OF LINE. 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of the papers destroyed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 158

TITLE. Kitabu-ddur warriya qi fi ilmil-awdhai wal awqafi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdurrahman Albazjaniy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 14

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile paper

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 159

TITLE. Kitabu Al iirab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unkknown
SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 11

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE . 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of papers destroyed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 160

TITLE. Kitabu Adda u wattiryaqi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Ajurjaniy

SUBJECT. On Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges destroyed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 161

TITLE. Kitabu Al aujala

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Salim Al awjaliy
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Adam bn Usman

SUBJECT. On Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 18

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 162

TITLE. Muqaddimatun fi awamilil-iirab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Saeed bn Mugafir Usman bn Ayyub Almurakisiy Addarimi Azzamriy

SUBJECT. Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 9

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile papers

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 163

TITLE. Qala wahab Abu wurdin
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Yaro bn Muhammad

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 20

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 19/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile papers

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 164

TITLE. Ma’s alatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. unknown

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 25

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 19/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 165

TITLE. Kitabu Usulul-wilayah wa shurudiha
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Muhammad bn Usman Alfullatiy

SUBJECT. On leadership

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 23 NO OF PAGES. 44

NO OF LINE. 14

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 166

TITLE. Kitabu Annahwi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Abdullah Muhammad bn Muhammad bn Da wud

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 22 NO OF PAGES. 44

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of papers are fragile

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 167

TITLE. Muiynud-dalib wa mufiydur-ragib
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Abdullah Muhammad Alwa liy bn Sheikh Suleiman bn Abi Muhammad Alfullatiy

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 26

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 168

TITLE. Qasidatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Prophet [S. A. W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 20

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges affected/ deteriorated

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 169

TITLE. Shi irun /Qasidatun.
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

SUBJECT. Poetry

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20

NO OF LINE. 16

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Mixed up, some papers are fragile

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 170

TITLE. Alburdah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Prophet [S.A. W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 16

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 171

TITLE. Mukhtasar

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Khalil bn Ishaq Almalikiy
SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 291 NO OF PAGES. 580

NO OF LINE 8

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some papers were destroyed by termites.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 172

TITLE. Hisab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 8

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 173

TITLE. Sharhun Mubarakun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Abdulqadir bn Usman bn Garba

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Usman bn Abdulqadir bn Usman bn Garba
SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 106 NO OF PAGES. 212

NO OF LINE. 19

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 14/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 174

TITLE. Kitabu Sharh uqudul-jiman fi Ilmil-ma ani walbayan

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Jamalud-dini Abdurrahman Assuyudiy

SUBJECT. On Arabic Rhetoric

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 121 NO OF PAGES. 142

NO OF LINE. 20

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 175

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Fulfulde Poems about Hijrah and Jihad not allow to stay under
unbelieving nation

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 9

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 176

TITLE. Qasidatu badaul-ummal

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Isa

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 12

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of papers deteriorated.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 177

TITLE. Qasidatut-tauhid badaul-a mal

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic Monotheism
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 22

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 178

TITLE. Qasidatut-tauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on prophet [S.A.W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINES. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 19/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 179

TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyyah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Bello bn Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Fulfulde on Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde
NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 19

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 180

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Biography of Prophet [ S. A. W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 35 NO OF PAGES. 70

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of the papers deteriorated / in completed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 181

TITLE. Qasida bn Muqri

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Abdullah Muhammad bn Aliyu bn Muqri

SUBJECT. Poetry on Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10
NO OF LINE. 17
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18x12cm, 16x 22cm.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 182
TITLE. Mukhtasar khalil
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Khalil bn Ishaq
SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 238 NO OF PAGES. 476
NO OF LINE. 5
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/16cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good/part
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 183
TITLE. Qasidah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH unknown
SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Almighty Allah [S. W. A]
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 62 NO OF PAGES. 124
NO OF LINE. 15
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 184

TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyyah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Fulfulde poem

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 14

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 185

TITLE. Shi irun Fullaniyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Fulfulde poem

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 15

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/12cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 186

TITLE Qasidatun yarsulu biha Adama ila

Amiril-muminina Aliyu bn Muhammad Bello

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Adama

SUBJECT. Poem sent to Amirul-muminina Aliyu bn Muhammad Bello

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 14

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges has started to deteriorated.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 187

TITLE. Shi iru Muhammad Raji

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Fulfulde Poem

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 10

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/188

TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Fulfulde Poem

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 11

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 189

TITLE. Usulul-fiqh
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Abdullah Muhammad bn Yusuf Assunusiy

SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20

NO OF LINE. 14

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 190

TITLE. Jar wal majrur

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Aliyu bn Musa bn Jabbo bn Muhammad Dikko

DATE OF COMPILATION DATE OF COPYING

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 21 NO OF PAGES. 41

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges damage/ good hand writting

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 191

TITLE. Takhmis Imam Ahmad

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Al Imam Ahmad bn Abubakar

SUBJECT. Praise Poetry on Muhammad [S. A. W.]

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 9

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 192

TITLE. Qasidatu ba nat Su adu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Abubakar bn Ismail bn Alhaji Umar

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Prophet [S.A.W.]

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 193

TITLE. Shi irun Fullaniyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Talib

DATE OF COMPILATION DATE OF COPYING

SUBJECT

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 5

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 194
TITLE. Historical notes

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Historical event on account of Yola

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 2 NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges destroyed by cockroach beginning not found

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 195

TITLE. Kitabul-furui

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Fulfulde poem on Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 17

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/12cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 196

TITLE. Kitabut-tauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Zaid Abdurrahman Alwaglisiy
SUBJECT. On Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 14
NO OF LINE. 20

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges affected by long storage

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 197

TITLE. Tazyinul-warqat

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio
SUBJECT. Arabic literature, language, and history and Jihad.

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 24 NO OF PAGES. 46
NO OF LINE. 20
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 198
TITLE. Shi iru bn Duraid
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Ibnu Duraid Al ardiy
SUBJECT. Arabic poetry

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 14 NO OF PAGES. 28
NO OF LINE. 16
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/13cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges destroyed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 199
TITLE. Qasidatun
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic jurisprudence

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 21 NO OF PAGES. 42

NO OF LINE. 14

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 200

TITLE. Shi iru Zuhairu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 10

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 201

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 27 NO OF PAGES. 54

NO OF LINE. 11

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 202

TITLE. Shi iru Imruul-qaisi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imru ul-qais

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 22 NO OF PAGES. 44

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges destroyed by cockroach.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 203
TITLE. Qasidatu Athalath fi madhi Annabiyyi
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Bn Usman
SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Prophet [S. A. W.]
NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10
NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 13/7cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 204
TITLE. Dhiya ussiya sat wannawa zili
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio
SUBJECT. On Politics
NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 28 NO OF PAGES. 56
NO OF LINE. 23
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 205
TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyya Silkul-zabarjadi
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio
SUBJECT. Poetry
NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Fulfulde
NO OF FOLIOS. 9 NO OF PAGES. 17
NO OF LINE. 12
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/13cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 206
TITLE. Qasidatun
REFERENCE NO. MAF/ 208

TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Fulfulde poem

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 209

TITLE. Dhiya ul-hukkam

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Umar

SUBJECT. The light of the rulers, on Government issues

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 34 NO OF PAGES. 68
NO OF LINE. 23

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 210

TITLE. Shi iru Imruul Qaisi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imru ul Qaisi bn Hajar bn Haris Alkindiy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 20 NO OF PAGES. 40

NO OF LINE. 17

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some papers are pade

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 211

TITLE. Shi iru Zuhairu.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Zuhairu bn Abi Sulmah

SUBJECT. Arabic literature
NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES.

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Padding

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 212

TITLE. Shi iru Antarah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Antar bn Shaddad Al abasiy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE .M. Isa

DATE OF COMPILATION DATE OF COPYING

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20

NO OF LINE. 24

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/13cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 213

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Muhammad bn Alhaji Abdurrahman Al ashariy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Isa bn Muhammad

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic system of treasury

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover PAGE. 18/13cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 214

TITLE. Kitabu Nurul-albab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH .Usman bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Umar

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 27

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 215

TITLE. Kitabu Ihya ussunnah wa ikhmadil-bidah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. On Prophet Traditions and Innovations against them

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 96 NO OF PAGES. 192

NO OF LINE. 29

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 216

TITLE. Kitabu Akhbarinnabawiyya wal athar

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Jalalud-dini Assuyudiy
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Jalo

SUBJECT. Prophet biography. [S. A. W.]

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/7cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 217

TITLE. Sabilu Ahliil-salahi ilal Falahi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 13 NO OF PAGES. 26

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 8/6cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 218

TITLE. Kitabu Annasiyhatul-wadhiy ah fi bayani anna hubbub-dunya ra asu kulli khadiyatin
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Bello bn Usman bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Muhammad

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 24

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 219

TITLE. Kitabu kifayatu Almuhtadina fi ahkamil-muttaqina minal-mujahidini

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Bello bn Sheikh Usman bn Muhammad bn Fodio

SUBJECT. On Politics

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 15 NO OF PAGES. 30
NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 220

TITLE. Kitabu ulumil-mu a malah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. On Islamic social way of life

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 30 NO OF PAGES. 60

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 221

TITLE. Qasidatu Aththalath fi madhinnabiyyi [S. A. W.]

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Aliyu bn Muhammad
SUBJECT. Praise Poetry on Muhammad[S A.W]

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 10

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 222

TITLE. Qasidatun fi Ilmil-falaq

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Zaidin Abdurrahman Alakhdariy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Bukar

SUBJECT. On Astronomy

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 16 NO OF PAGES. 32

NO OF LINE. 8

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 223

TITLE. Kitabu ma arifati manazilil-shamsi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Astronomy

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 224

TITLE. Tanbihul Ikhwan ala ahwali ardhis-sudan

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Muhammad bnUsman bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Aminu

DATE OF COMPILATION. DATE OF COPYING. 5 /11 /1955. /18/2/1375. AH

SUBJECT. History

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 12  NO OF PAGES. 24

NO OF LINE. 23

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 225

TITLE. Fa idatun lis-sayyid Mukhtar Kantiy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplication

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3  NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Various papers padded

REFERENCE.NO. MAF/. 226

TITLE. Mas alatus-salati

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence [Assalatu]

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 17

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE.NO. MAF/. 227

TITLE. Kitabu tasrif Azzahrah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Asheikh Madiyni

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Makama bn Ali Bagon goby

SUBJECT. Poetry on Astronomy

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3. NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 6

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 228

TITLE. Kitabul-wurdi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplication

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 9 NO OF PAGES. 18

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 229

TITLE. Qasidatun wasidatus-suluki

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Labbo

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12
REFERENCES NO. MAF/. 230

TITLE. Sharhun lad yi fung ala Alburdah li Sheikh busairi
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Khalid bn Abdullah Al azhariy

SUBJECT. A commentary of Al burdah [Praise poem on Prophet S.A.W.]
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 30 NO OF PAGES. 60

NO OF LINE. 28

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 231

TITLE. Taqr ibun-nazami li Sheikhina bn Fodio

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh. Muhammad Raji bn Aliyu

SUBJECT. Poetry on Astronomy

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 9

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 232

TITLE. Alfiyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Abdullah Jamalud-dini bn Malik

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 270 NO OF PAGES. 540

NO OF LINE. 30

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 21/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 233

TITLE. Alminah Alhamidah fi sharhi Alfaridah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Arabic language and grammar

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 67 NO OF PAGES. 134

NO OF LINE. 22

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 234

TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Fulfulde Poem on Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE. NO. MAF/. 235

TITLE. Qasidah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abdulqadir Mustapha

SUBJECT. Poetry about Holy War

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 20

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 17/11 cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges affected by cockroach.

REFERENCE. NO. MAF/. 236

TITLE. Attahlilil-sharif

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Hamman

SUBJECT. Supplication

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 237

TITLE. Kitabu ma arifatu Allah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 238

TITLE. Kaifiyyatul-wada i
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic commandments about marriage
NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 3
NO OF LINE. 14

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Bad.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 239

TITLE. Fa idatun. Fadlus-salati fi laya li Ramadan

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Idris

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8
NO OF LINE. 33

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.
. PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. In danger state with dust mixed up

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 240

TITLE. Kitabu Almasa il

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Abubakar bn Abdulkarim

SUBJECT. On Politics

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good fairly

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 241

TITLE. Qasidatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2
NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 242
TITLE. Shi irun Fullatiy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Abubakar bn M. Bawa
SUBJECT. Fulfulde Poetry

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6
NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 243
TITLE. Kitabu Hidatu Abdullah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Usman bn Fodio
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Muhammad Amin

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 14/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 244

TITLE. Wasiyyatun minal-Madiynatu Almunawwarah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Ahmad Khadimu Masjidin Nabawi [S.A.W.]
DATE OF COMPILATION. 29/11/1339AH DATE OF COPYING

SUBJECT. Commandments about Mahdis

LANGUAGE. Arabic.

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 3

NO OF LINE

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 245
TITLE. Qasidatu Muhammad bn Muhammad Tukur

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Tukur

SUBJECT. Poetry, supplication

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 246

TITLE. Annikah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Marriage

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges damage by cockroach.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 247

TITLE. Addu ah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplication

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 248

TITLE. Letter from Ahmad Adamawa to Emir of Zazzau Usman

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Ahmad bn Abdullah

SUBJECT. Correspondences contained praise poem on Emir of Zakzak Usman

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 23

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges destroyed by cockroach.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 249

TITLE. An wa u Alhamza

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Ibrahim

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 17

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 14/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges destroyed by cockroach.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 250

TITLE. Qasidatu Ashshukri lamma zara Sheikh Modibo Adama bi Yolo

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Waziri Junaidu

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Modibo Adama

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/13cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 251

TITLE. Mas alatu man tazawwaja Imra atan walaha Zaujun akhar

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Maude Hassan

SUBJECT. On Marriage Issue

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 23

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part of the papers destroyed by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 252

TITLE. Arjuzatun mislul-jiman

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 21 NO OF PAGES. 41

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of papers destroyed by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 253

TITLE. Qasidatu Attahzir

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. On Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Affected by water

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 254

TITLE. Muqamah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH Sheikh Abu Muhammad Alqasimu bn Ali

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Muhammad

SUBJECT. Arabic literature

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 138 NO OF PAGES. 276

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 20/14 cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 255

TITLE. Mukhtasarul-Khalil

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Khalil bn Ishaq

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Halliru

DATE OF COMPILATION DATE OF COPYING

SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 304 NO OF PAGES. 608

NO OF LINE. 7

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 20/15 cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part of papers damage by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 256

TITLE. Mukhtasar

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Khalil bn Ishaq
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE

SUBJECT. On Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 447 NO OF PAGES. 884

NO OF LINE. 7

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good but affected by water

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 257

TITLE. Qasidatul-mubarah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 23

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges affected by long storage.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 258
TITLE. Kitabu Attauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges affected by cockroach/ part

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 259

TITLE. Manzumatu Sheikh Sharif

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic commandments

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 29

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Damage

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 260

TITLE. Qa imul-qa at

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplication

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some part of writing affected by long storage /in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 261

TITLE. Azzikrah [Fa idatun]

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplication

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 24
TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 262

TITLE. Qasidatun li Ahmad Buka i

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Ahmad Buka i

SUBJECT. Sufism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 21/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges damage, padding papers

REFERENCE NO. MAF/.263

TITLE. Aqa idu ma yandariju fi qauli la ilaha illal-lah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 15

NO OF LINE. 9
TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 12/6cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 264

TITLE. Qasidatu Umar bn Yusuf

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Umar bn Yusuf

SUBJECT/. Poetry thanking Allah on his returned home from his tour to Bukharah
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges affected but the writing is clear and good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 265

TITLE. Qasidatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 7

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 14/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of papers destroyed by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 266

TITLE. Shi iru Nabigatu Azzubiyaniy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Annabigatu Azzubiyan

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 20 NO OF PAGES. 40

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Writing good but edges of papers destroye

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 267

TITLE. Shi iru an tarah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH:

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO. OF VOLUME. VOLUME.

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO. OF FOLIOS. 22 NO OF PAGES. 43

NO. OF LINES. 9

TYPE OF SCRIPT.

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITING SURFACE. 17/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 268

TITLE. Shi iru Zuhairu bn Abi Sulmah

NAME OF AUTHOR/ DATE OF DEATH.
SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 18 NO OF PAGES. 36

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 269

TITLE. Shi iru Imruil-Qaisi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 22 NO OF PAGES. 44

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some papers affected by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 270

TITLE. Alhilyah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad bn Qadi Fufere

SUBJECT. Traditional medicine

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic and some Ajami/ Fulani words

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 14
TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges of the papers deteriorated but is good very brittle

REFERENCE MAF/. 271

TITLE. Hilyatul-Lahi Almasun bisharhi Jauharatul-maknun fi Ilmil-bayan
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Ahmad Addamnahory

SUBJECT. Commentary on Jauharatu Almaknun, on Arabic Rhetoric.

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 37 NO OF PAGES. 74

NO OF LINE. 24

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 272

TITLE. Fa idatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH.

SUBJECT. Supplication for protection

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS NO OF PAGES
NO OF LINE
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 273
TITLE. Kitabu Umdatus-sublah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments
NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8
NO OF LINE. 18
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/14cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges scratched

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 274
TITLE. Jamius-sahih

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Al Imam Muhammad bn Ismail Albukhariy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Usaidullah Anbada bn Muhammad bn Ismail

SUBJECT. Prophet tradition

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 311 NO OF PAGES. 92

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 16/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Mixed up

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 275
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 276

TITLE. Qasidatu haqaiqu Al auqaf

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Dahir bn Ibrahim Alfullatiy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 9 NO OF PAGES. 18

NO OF LINE. 8

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but edges destroyed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 277

TITLE. Qasidatu Madhu Annabiyyi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdurrahim bn Alkhamsin

SUBJECT. Praise Poetry on prophet [S. A. W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 25 NO OF PAGES. 50

NO OF LINE. 17

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 20/14cm.

Physical Condition and Remarks. In completed

Reference No. MAF/. 278

Title. Kitabu Dhiya ul-Ummah

Name of Author/Date of Death. Sheikh Abdullah Fodio

Subject. On Islamic jurisprudence

Language. Arabic

No of Folios. 100 No of Pages. 200

No of Line. 14

Type of Script

Reference No. MAF/. 279

Title. Qasidatun

Name of Author/Date of Death

Subject. Praise Poetry on Prophet [S. A. W.]

Language. Arabic

No of Folios. 19 No of Pages. 38
NO OF LINE. 13
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/11cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good/part

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 280
TITLE. Kifayatu Dhua fais-Sudan fi bayani tafsiril-Quran Alkarim
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Muhammad Fodio
SUBJECT. Commentary of the Holy Qur an
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 231 NO OF PAGES. 462
NO OF LINE. 23
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/14cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 281
TITLE. Jauharatu Assuqlah
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Muhammad
SUBJECT. Praise Poetry on Prophet [S. A. W.]
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 21

NO OF LINE. 6

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 282

TITLE. Shi iru Alqamah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Alqamah bn Abdin

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 13

NO OF LINE. 22

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 283

TITLE. Kitabu Attauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Abdullah bn Yusuf
Assunusi

SUBJECT. On Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 20 NO OF PAGES. 40

NO OF LINE. 5

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 284

TITLE. Shi irun ajamiyyah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Fulfulde on Islamic jurisprudence. [Succession]

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 285

TITLE. Tafsiru Alqur anil-karim

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Jalalud-dini Suyudiy

SUBJECT. Part of commentary of Holy Qur an. [Suratu-baqarah]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 12 NO OF PAGES. 23

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good/part.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 286

TITLE. Waqar Muhammadu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Prophet [S.A.W.]
LANGUAGE. Hausa
NO OF FOLIOS. 10 NO OF PAGES. 20
NO OF LINE. 17
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 287
TITLE. Almahdiyya
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imam Muhammad Almahdiy
SUBJECT. Mahdism
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 9
NO OF LINE. 21
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13cm
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 288
TITLE. Ta aliqin wajiyzin ala manzumatu mir atil-Qalbi fi ma arifatir-Rabbi
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad Raji bn Abubakar

SUBJECT. On Islamic Monotheism

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 22

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges were affected

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 289

TITLE. Kitabu munhajil-farid fi Ilmit-tauhid

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Muhammad Wali bn Sheikh Suleiman bn Abi Muhammad Alfullatiy

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Umar bn Usman

SUBJECT. On Islamic Monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 23 NO OF PAGES. 46

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but edges destroyed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 290

TITLE. Mukhtasaru Abi Mi iraj

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad bn Saeed Almurakisiy Assunusiy
SUBJECT. On Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 7 NO OF PAGES. 13
NO OF LINE. 8

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges seriously damage.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 291

TITLE. Sharh takhmisil-khamasiyyah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Alhassan Jamo bn Malik
SUBJECT. On Arabic language and grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 45 NO OF PAGES. 88
NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 292

TITLE. Fa idah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplication

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 28

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 22/16cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges deteriorated.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 293

TITLE. Qasidatu Azzakatu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On animal slaughtering

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/11cm

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 294

TITLE. Qasidatun fi bayani Ilmil-fara id

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Idris

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic jurisprudence. [Succession]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 41 NO OF PAGES. 82

NO OF LINE. 7

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/17cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 295

TITLE. Part of Alqur anul-Azim

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Holy Qur an

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 12
TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/10cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, but some writing is padding, in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 296

TITLE. Juz u Athani min tafsiril-khazin

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Khazin

SUBJECT. Commentary of Holy Qur an

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 247 NO OF PAGES. 293

NO OF LINE. 38

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 25/15, 31/22cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some papers destroyed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 297

TITLE. Sahih Albukhariy [11]

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Hadith

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 249 NO OF PAGES. 298

NO OF LINE. 40

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 24/20cm, 31/22cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some papers deteriorate/parted

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 298

TITLE. Shifa u

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Alqadi Iyadh

SUBJECT. Prophet Biography

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 203 NO OF PAGES. 405

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 27/17cm, 32/22cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but some papers deteriorated

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 299

TITLE. Kitabu Ashshifa u

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Alqadiy Iyadh

SUBJECT. Prophet Biography

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 169 NO OF PAGES. 338
NO OF LINE. 20

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 30/21cm, 30/21cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile papers, mixed papers.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 300

TITLE. Kitabu Ashshifa i

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Prophet Biography

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 174 NO OF PAGES. 347
NO OF LINE. 20

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 29/19cm, 32/22cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile papers, mixed up pages

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 301

TITLE. Sahih Albukhariy.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imam Albukhariy

SUBJECT. Hadith
NO OF VOLUMES. 4 VOLUME. 4

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 181 NO OF PAGES. 362

NO OF LINE. 25

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 23/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Seriously damaged by Termites

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 302

TITLE. Kitabu Alfariydah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Jalalud-dini Assuyudi Ashshafi

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic grammar

NO OF FOLIOS. 134 NO OF PAGES. 268

NO OF LINE. 6

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 303

TITLE. Kitabu Albuyuti walkashfi amma fi Addhama iri
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Ismail bn Abdullah

SUBJECT. Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, water mark.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 304

TITLE. Fa idatu Mulla

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplication

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 17/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 305
TITLE. Kitabu Alfara idh

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Succession

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 32

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, part in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 306

TITLE. Muqaddimatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Fa idatun

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges deteriorated.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 307

TITLE. Jala us-suduri amma yahtaju anha minal-gurur
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Sufism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 24 NO OF PAGES. 48

NO OF LINE. 22

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Seriously damage.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 308

TITLE. Kitabu nurul-albab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Muhammad bn Fodio

SUBJECT. On Islamic Leadership

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 17

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 309

TITLE. Adraul-kaiah fi haja ila Ilmil hai ah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Abdullah Muhammad Bali bn Usman

SUBJECT. On cosmography.

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 310

TITLE. Almirath

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Succession

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 311

TITLE. Qasidatu Tamimu Addariy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Biography of Tamimu Addariy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 312

TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Muhammad bn Muhammad bn Buba Yarkoni

SUBJECT. Fulfulde poem

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 3
NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/11, 20/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 313

TITLE. Qasidatu lamiyyatul-Arab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Yahaya bn M. Abdullah

SUBJECT. Praise poetry on Prophet [S.A.W.]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 7

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, with week papers

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 314

TITLE. Kitabu qaulul-man ut fi nafaqati alal-Iyali

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Bello bn Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Responsibility of husband to his wife
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile papers

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 315

TITLE. Hisabul-ma arufi lizil-qarnaini

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Cosmography

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 316

TITLE. Almanhal Alsayyal liman arada sharbal-sayyal

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Almustapha Bolaqi

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 14 NO OF PAGES. 28

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/13, 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 317

TITLE. Alfiyyatu bn Malik

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Jamalud-dini bn Malik

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 7

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/13,cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 318

TITLE. Qasidatun Fullaniyya
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Aliyu Jakada

SUBJECT. Fulfulde poem

LANGUAGE. Fulfulde

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/OVER PAGE. 19/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, the Luna water mark

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 319

TITLE. Muqaddimatu bn Hisham

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Abu Muhammad Abdullah Jamalud-dini bn Hisham Al ansariy

SUBJECT. Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 15 NO OF PAGES. 28

NO OF LINE. 9

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/OVER PAGE. 20/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Edges destroyed by cockroach

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 320
TITLE. Hadisi Hassan

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Prophet Tradition

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 321

TITLE. Annikah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Marriage

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but the edges deteriorated by cockroach.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 322

TITLE. Kitabu ta alimil-Arbiyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. On Arabic language

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 4

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 323

TITLE. Mulhatu Al iirab

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 26 NO OF PAGES. 51

NO OF LINE. 21

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but the edges were affected by cockroach.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 324

TITLE. Shi iru Alqamatu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Aminu

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 11

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/17cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 325

TITLE. Shi iru Darfâh

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Darfata bn Al abdi

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 18 NO OF PAGES. 35
NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/17cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 326

TITLE. Shi iru Zuhairu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Zuhairu bn Abi Salmah

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic literature

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges of the papers affected.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 327

TITLE. Suratu Almulki

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Part of the Holy Qur an
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 9 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 9

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 12/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 328

TITLE. Qasidatu Arjun bi munfarihin

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good /in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 329

TITLE.
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 72 NO OF PAGES. 144
NO OF LINE. 18
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 17/11cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Seriously damaged by long storage /part in completed no title page and end page are missed.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 330
TITLE. Qissatu Tamimu
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. Biography of Tamimu
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8
NO OF LINE. 27
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/12cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good.
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 331

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Astronomy

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 26

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Seriously Damage, in completed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 332

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Traditional medicine

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 4 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 23

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Seriously damage by deteriorated /
no title page and end page are missed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 333

TITLE. Muwadda

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Imam Malik bn Anas

SUBJECT. Hadith on Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 93 NO OF PAGES. 185

NO OF LINE. 24

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fairly good /in completed and some are destroyed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 334

TITLE.

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Prophet Tradition

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 118 NO OF PAGES. 236

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Seriously damaged/mixed up and incomplete, no beginning and end.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 335

TITLE

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 46 NO OF PAGES. 92

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Papers damaged/incomplete title page and end of manuscript missed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 336

TITLE. Mukhtasar

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Khalil bn Ishaq

SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 200 NO OF PAGES. 400

NO OF LINE. 22

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/13 cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 337

TITLE

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE

NO OF FOLIOS NO OF PAGES

NO OF LINE

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 338

TITLE. Kitabu Azzuhdi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Aliyu bn Hussein
SUBJECT. Sufism. [Zalidu]

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 8 NO OF PAGES. 16

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 18/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 339

TITLE. Kitabu jamlatil-masa Ili. Al fatawi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Aliyu bn Alhassan Assa adiy

SUBJECT. Important issues on Islam.

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 55 NO OF PAGES. 109

NO OF LINE. 23

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but cockroach has destroyed the edges.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 340

TITLE.
TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page

Physical Condition and Remarks

Reference No. MAF/. 344

Title. Ibnu Ajrumah

Name of Author/Date of Death. Abu Abdullah Muhammad bn Dawud Assanhaaji

Subject. Poetry on Arabic grammar

Language. Arabic

No of Folios. 13 No of Pages. 26

No of Line. 9

Type of Script

Measurements of the Written Surface/Cover Page. 21/17 cm.

Physical Condition and Remarks. Good

Reference No. MAF/. 345

Title. Takhmisu

Name of Author/Date of Death. Sheikh Alfazazi

Subject. Praise Poetry on Prophet [S.A.W.]

Language. Arabic

No of Folios. 60 No of Pages. 120
NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Bad but edges scratched.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 346

TITLE. Takamisul-Qasa idi Al ishriniyat

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdurrahman alfa Zazi

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Hamid Aji

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic monotheism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 29 NO OF PAGES. 57

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 347

TITLE Al qurdabiyy

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Yahaya Alqurdabiyy

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic jurisprudence

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 3 NO OF PAGES. 6

NO OF LINE. 16

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Uncompleted

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 348

TITLE. Kitabu Umdatu Al ubbad

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Fodio

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 20 NO OF PAGES. 40

NO OF LINE. 20

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 17/12cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 349

TITLE. Qasidatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Muhammad bn Ali bn Ahmad

SUBJECT. On Islamic commandments [Succession]
LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 10

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/OVER PAGE. 21/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges destroyed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 350

TITLE. Qaulul-man ut fi Annafaqah

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad Bello bn Usman Fodio

SUBJECT. Teaches husband responsibility towards his wife

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 19

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/OVER PAGE. 22/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 351

TITLE. Qasidatun Arratha i

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH.
SUBJECT. Elegy poetry

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 14

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 352

TITLE. Kitabu bayanil-bida i

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Usman bn Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Hussein

SUBJECT. On innovation

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 14 NO OF PAGES. 28

NO OF LINE. 23

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 20/14cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile papers and in completed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 353

TITLE. Wasiyyatun-Nabiyyi li Aliyu bn Abi Dalib
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Islamic commandments

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 11 NO OF PAGES. 21

NO OF LINE. 24

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 18/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fragile papers in completed

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 354

TITLE. Fa idatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Supplications

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 19 NO OF PAGES. 38

NO OF LINE. 46

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/Cover Page. 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges destroyed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 355
TITLE. Qasidatun fi tarhilish-shamsi

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Astronomy

VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 356

TITLE. Muqamatu Alhariri

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abu Muhammad Alqasimu bn Ali Alhariri

SUBJECT. Arabic literature

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 162 NO OF PAGES. 324

NO OF LINE. 16
TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm, 19/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 357

TITLE. Dhiya u Atta awil fi ma ani Attanzil

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah bn Fodio

SUBJECT. Commentary of Holy Qur an

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 28 NO OF PAGES.

NO OF LINE. 17

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 23/77, 19/13cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Part.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 358

TITLE. Correspondence for Goni Wadai to Qadi Muhammad Fufore

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Goni Wadai

SUBJECT. Letter urging Modibbo Muhammad Fufore and Muslim community of Adamawa to be acadpart on the principle of Mahadism

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES . 2

NO OF LINE. 32

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/14cm, 22/15cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fair, the edges deteriorated. Loan to Fombina Palace museum Yola.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/.359

TITLE. Letter from Goni Wadai Muhammad bn Suleiman to Amir Yemen Bobbo Ahmadu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Goni Wadai

SUBJECT. Advice on governance to Bobbo Ahmadu Ahmad [1901-1909

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 2

NO OF LINE. 26

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/13, 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good. Loan to Fombina Palace museum Yola.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 360

TITLE. Letter to Lamido Muhammad Fufore
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH 

SUBJECT. Letter of advice on governance to Lamido Muhammad Abba [1911AD] LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 1 NO OF PAGES. 1

NO OF LINE. 26

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm, 23/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges deteriorated. Loan to Fombina Palace museum Yola

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 361

TITLE. Letter to Sheikh Hayatu bn Saeed

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad bn Abdu DATE OF COMPILATION. 11/1/1300AH/1879AD DATE OF COPYING

SUBJECT. On Mahdism

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 8

NO OF LINE. 18

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 14/10cm, 16/11cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Laminated. Loan to Fombina museum Yola
REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 362

TITLE. Kifayatu Dhu afa is-Sudan

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Abdullah Fodio

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Muhammad Tukur bn Abubakar

SUBJECT. Commentary of Holy Qur an

NO OF VOLUMES. 2 VOLUME. 2

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 177 NO OF PAGES. 354

NO OF LINE. 25

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 19/15cm, 22/16cm, 24/18cm..

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good. Loan to Fombina Palace museum

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 363

TITLE. Sharhu Jamius-salat

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Umar Abdurra uf Mana ani

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Sheikh Umar

DATE OF COMPILATION. 1279AH

SUBJECT. Commentary of two Hadith
NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 402 NO OF PAGES. 801

NO OF LINE. 31

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 27/16cm, 34/22cm, 31/22cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good. Loan to Fombina Palace museum Yola.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 364

TITLE. Mukhtasar Khaili

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Khalil bn Ishaq

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad

SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence with commentary

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 2

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 313 NO OF PAGES. 625

NO OF LINE. 15

TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/15cm, 22/16cm, 22/16cm. [Cover]

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good. Loan to Fombina Palace museum Yola.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 365

TITLE. Mukhtasar Khalil

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sheikh Khalil bn Ishaq

SUBJECT. Islamic jurisprudence with commentary

NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 306 NO OF PAGES. 612

NO OF LINE. 5

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 25/18cm, 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Different handwriting. Loan to Fombina museum Yola.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 366

TITLE. Holy Qur an

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Text of the Holy Qur an

LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 536 NO OF PAGES. 1,065

NO OF LINE. 12

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/12cm, 22/15cm, 23/16cm. [Cover]

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Fair, loan to Fombina Palace museum Yola

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 367

TITLE. Alfiyyatu

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Muhammad bn malik, Alfayyan

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. Muhammad bn Muhammad

SUBJECT. On Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 128 NO OF PAGES. 256

NO OF LINE. 8

TYPE OF SCRIPT. Sudani

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 22/16cm, 22/16cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, loan to Fombina Palace museum Yola .

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 368
TITLE. Letter from Sultan Abubakar Atiku

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH. Sultan Abubakar Atiku

SUBJECT. Letter to Muslim Ummah commanding them on what is good for them leaning what is bad.

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 2 NO OF PAGES. 3

NO OF LINE. 13

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 17/11cm, 13/9cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, loan to Fombina Palace museum.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 369

TITLE. Kitabu Qasidatu Annahwiyya

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT. Poetry on Arabic grammar

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 34 NO OF PAGES. 68

NO OF LINE. 11

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 15/18cm,
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Some pages were destroyed, the papers is weak.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 370

TITLE. Kitabu Qisatun Ashsharifatun

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

NAME OF COPYIST/SCRIBE. M. Usman bn Umar, student of Ma aji Ishaq Zaria

SUBJECT. Poetry on Islamic law
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1

LANGUAGE. Arabic

NO OF FOLIOS. 33 NO OF PAGES. 65

NO OF LINE. 4

TYPE OF SCRIPT

MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/17cm.

PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good, some edges are fragile.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 371

TITLE. Ma’s alatul-buqul

NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH

SUBJECT on farming

NO OF VOLUMES VOLUME

LANGUAGE Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 6 NO OF PAGES. 12
NO OF LINE. 14
TYPE OF SCRIPT
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE. 21/16cm.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. Good but edges destroyed.

REFERENCE NO. MAF/. 372
TITLE. Shi irun
NAME OF AUTHOR/DATE OF DEATH
SUBJECT. Arabic Poem
NO OF VOLUMES. 1 VOLUME. 1
LANGUAGE. Arabic
NO OF FOLIOS. 5 NO OF PAGES. 11
NO OF LINE. 11
TYPE OF SCRIPT. Magrib
MEASUREMENTS OF THE WRITTEN SURFACE/COVER PAGE.
PHYSICAL CONDITION AND REMARKS. With some damage on the edges